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CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST

The look is deceiving: 
CEO Ernst Prost does 
not sit out the Covid19 
crisis but takes 
important steps. 

Dear partners, 
dear corona-plagued colleagues,

Today, we have largely been able to ensure 
in all corporate areas that we are mastering 
this balancing act between preventive health 
care and continued work. Emergency plans, 
working from home, non-overlapping shifts, 
thinned-out offices, and so much more ... In 
addition to our general precautionary mea-
sures, we have also implemented a whole 
series of individual suggestions, which also 
came from you. All positions that are vital for 
the company are and will remain occupied, to 
secure the continued functioning of our com-
pany. For this, I thank you from the bottom of 
my heart!

I am immensely proud of how professionally 
and well considered you have mastered this 
crisis, if not catastrophe. All around us, a tre-
mendous amount of things are of course cras-
hing down. There are external conditions to 
which we can only react as they happen. Every 
hour, we have to face new challenges and cir-
cumstances that seemed unimaginable just 
a few days ago. Governments and authorities 
are issuing regulations and taking action see-
mingly minute-by-minute ... This is also a kind 
of epidemic that we have to face.

Nevertheless, I see that we in our LIQUI MOLY 
/ Meguin family are still cool and calm, with 
clear ideas about our crisis management. That 

is a great achievement. Naturally, the impact 
will keep us on our toes for a long time, will 
be stressful, and will also consume a lot of 
money. But it is very gratifying to see how we 
come closer together in such a situation, do 
our work unwaveringly and pull together in 
solidarity. Oh yes, the LIQUI MOLY / Meguin 
family is a really effective team!

Now, I can imagine that the current circum-
stances are not only time-consuming for
you, but also involve additional financial 
expenditure. As a token of our appreciation, 
allow me to give you an extra € 1000 gross 
with your next salary payment – to a certain 
extent, as a financial corona consolation! 
A small thank you for your untiring commit-
ment to our common cause. And please 
also allow me to make a little joke: “Do not go 
out and buy even more toilet paper with this 
money!” ;-) Stay healthy; your loved ones need 
you – as does the company!

with best regards

Ernst Prost

The financial
corona consolation
In his circular from 16.03.2020 CEO Ernst Prost surprises 
his colleagues with a 1,000 euro bonus for their great 
commitment during the Covid-19 crisis.

March 16, 2020
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times like these, fear can really get you. You 
have my utter respect! The same applies to all 
our sales staff in the field. I can well imagine 
how you feel when you meet many people in 
workshops and shops …

My wish for us all: Just stay healthy! All the 
colleagues in our family are doing excellent 
work. And we have to do so too now, dear fri-
ends! Our orders are being blown away like 
weak branches in a storm. Business closures 
by official order affect our customers – to-
gether with, of course, a normal decline in bu-
siness. It’s a recipe for disaster... This much is 
clear: many companies will simply not survive 
the crisis.

What can we do? Contrary to my otherwise 
hard line in terms of prices, conditions, extras 
and payment terms, I say: It is now necessary 
to loosen our tough line a little. Our customers 
have no sales, no income and consequently 
no liquid assets. It will be a long time before 
state aid kicks in. After all, we have lived very 
well with and on our customers in good times. 
Now we must also support these compa-
nies, within the bounds of our possibilities, by 
more generous rules. However, we must not 
overdo the generosity, lest we bring the risk 
of payment default upon ourselves. Here I am 
thinking not only of our domestic customers, 
but also of our friends in over 150 countries. 
Some of them have been beaten down three 
times over. The virus, loss of tourism, and fal-
ling oil prices. For many of our customers, the 
business with LIQUI MOLY / Meguin products 
is the only source of income to support their 
families. In such countries and regions, it is of 
course also a matter of preserving life in the 
true sense of the word but also of surviving 
economically.

The demand for all kinds of products and ser-
vices is collapsing worldwide. In contrast to 
previous upheavals, the current crisis affects 
not only the financial sector, but also the real 
economy with its companies and families. We 
see a gigantic destruction of values and the 
devastation of entire industries. As always, 

the weakest and poorest are hit first. Family 
businesses, small traders and companies that 
have to fight for survival every day, even wi-
thout a crisis. This global corona crisis will re-
sult in a long recession, which truly can be de-
scribed as a global economic crisis. Putting on 
a big show and issuing wordy appeals will not 
get us any farther now. No, we are not actually 
at war, but it certainly feels that way and we 
must react accordingly. We need hard-hitting 
countermeasures. This applies to the commu-
nity of states and of course to each individual 
company. In addition to easing our terms of 
business to a reasonable and low-risk extent, 
we must see to it that we sell at least a little 
bit more – as best we can.

Dear salespeople, I know how difficult it is at 
the moment, but we need your orders to keep 
the factory and everything that goes with it 
alive. Of course, we have already stopped all 
the external orders to other companies that 
we placed in good times, in order to secure 
work and capacity utilization for ourselves. I 
definitely think that, with almost 1,000 peo-
ple, we can make an important contribution 
towards stabilizing our economic system. Th-
rough cheerfulness, wise decisions, positive 
news, hard work – of course – and solidarity 
within our LIQUI MOLY / Meguin family.

Stay healthy and active!

with best regards

Ernst Prost

Dear partners,

Two bits of good news up front:

1. As far as I know, we are all still healthy a
nd uninfected. Please let us do everything 
we can to ensure that this remains so!

2. Our measures to minimize the risk of in-
fection within the company, e.g. working from 
home, have all functioned perfectly without 
impairing our operational efficiency. In par-
ticular, I would like to thank the colleagues 
who keep production and shipping going on 
site in our various facilities. It takes a lot 
of discipline, comradeship and courage. In 

"My wish for us all: 
Just stay healthy!"
In his circular from 17.03.2020 CEO Ernst Prost 
gives guidance in the Covid-19 crisis and reassures 
his colleagues.

March 17, 2020CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
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Everyone is facing 
challenges, and 
everyone is fighting at 
their posts for as long 
as they can and for as 
long as their health 
allows them to.

Thank You!
Unity instead of lone fighters
A crisis is not for lone fighters or egomaniacs. 
You can't overcome a crisis alone. Crises of this 
magnitude can only be overcome as a team - and 
only if everyone really puts all their creative energy 
into the balance. The best example of this is the 
selfless work of our business partners at our two 
production sites in Ulm and Saarlouis. What they 
have achieved over the past weeks during this corona 
catastrophe really is unique! They're keeping 
business going! 

And as long as the production is running, the heart 
of LIQUI MOLY keeps beating! 

We'll get
through this together! 

CORONA CRISIS

FULL PRODUCTION AHEAD!
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Dear colleagues,

So many sick and dead. So many unemployed 
and bankruptcies – that is the brutal picture. 
But, from the looks of it, that is exactly what is 
in store for us now. All over the world.

We are in constant contact with our colleagues 
in other countries, as well as with our busi-
ness friends, partners and customers. What 
is happening there is absolutely catastrophic. 
Our social security systems in Germany help 
to avoid a bad end, in terms of both public he-
alth and the economy. The strength of the eco-
nomy and the willingness of all social forces to 
display solidarity, coupled with state aid pro-
grams, will prevent a complete disaster in this 
country. But if we only look over the Brenner 
Pass, we see apocalyptic conditions. Many an 
already weakened part of the country has now 
been devastated.

No doubt about it: The various measures 
aimed at protecting public health are by their 
very nature damaging to the economy. This is 
the price we all have to pay for our physical 
integrity. Now everything must be done to en-
sure that this development remains manage-
able. Otherwise, we will be running at full tilt 
into an unprecedented recession, into a world 
economic crisis with all its ugly side effects. Of 
these, short-time work is the most harmless 
phenomenon. Company bankruptcies, private 
insolvencies and a wave of layoffs will not fail 
to appear.

WE are fighting around the clock for the con-
tinued existence of our company with almost 
1,000 jobs and tens of thousands more jobs at 
our customers and partners in Germany and 
in 150 countries around the world. The virus 
broke out in China at the end of December and 
Wuhan was already quarantined at the end of 
January. Our people in China had already been 
hit hard weeks and months ago. A few weeks 
ago, Italy followed and now it appears that the 
rest of the world will follow. Plant closures by 
order of authorities, quarantine, curfew, fear 
and worry.

But people need security. Fear and worry are 
hard to live with, let alone accomplish great 
things. That’s why I promised you that you 
would not have to suffer financial losses. No 
one is to be dismissed! To achieve this goal, 
we must fight together. The best way to do 
this is to keep our operations going as long as 
possible. Even the smallest sales and orders 
are helpful to avert a shutdown. As long as we 
can still produce goods and bring them to our 
customers, we will not need to wind down the 
company.

The virus and the resulting lack of income 
from tourism or exports are ruining enterpri-
ses and livelihoods around the globe. We can 
contribute a little bit to ensure that at least 
our partners in the other countries do not go 
under completely. And we are doing so. Our 
colleagues in the Export department are doing 
everything humanly possible to bring goods 
– the basis for the activities of our customers 
– to our partners. And peak performance is 
also being achieved in our factories and in the 
Shipping department.

For this I thank you with all my heart! Take 
care of yourself and avoid any possibility of in-
fection to make sure that you stay healthy! The 
worldwide LIQUI MOLY family needs you now 
more than ever!

with best regards

Ernst Prost

No one is to be dismissed!
In his circular from 18.03.2020 CEO Ernst Prost explains the 
current situation in the Covid-19 crisis and emphasizes how 
important it is that every single employee stays healthy.

March 18, 2020CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
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I myself have already overcome all kinds of 
hardships – except, of course, the plague of 
1347 ;-).  Please also consider the time to follow 
this crisis – this time will certainly come and 
then we will all be happy to say “We behaved 
decently, were compassionate, even in those 
bad times, and did our job in an exemplary way, 
to the benefit of the community.” Even in the 
greatest need, one should not make mistakes 
one will later regret in good times ... Somehow, 
this 
is also all a question of honor, decency and 
dignity.

With this in mind, I would like to welcome you 
warmly again today and reiterate my promise 
to you that no one will be laid off because of the 
corona crisis – neither in Germany nor in any 
other country in which we are active.  We are 
opening a protective umbrella over all our col-
leagues in our LIQUI MOLY / Meguin family. But 
we have to generate 57 million euro in wages 
and salaries this year. That’s what counts now: 
Everyone’s health and your secure income. In 
order to achieve this goal, I am also willing to 
give up my own salary without any ifs or buts. 
That too is a solemn promise, my dear col-
leagues.

with best regards

Ernst Prost

infection. Please be extremely careful and 
take every precaution to ensure that you do 
not get infected with the virus and then pass it 
on to colleagues. As long as we are producing 
and selling, we are doing our part to keep 
the economy going. We have to keep the 

business running at all costs and yet without 
endangering our health.

Experts fear that there may be 
hundreds of thousands of corona 

deaths and 25 million unem-
ployed worldwide. Both must 
be avoided under all circum-
stances. The order of the day 
is to take responsibility now, 

for yourself and for others. 
Shirking our duties is out of 

the question. More than ever 
before, we need our brains, our 

hands and above all our hearts 
to overcome this crisis together. 

Please let us set solidarity & loyalty 
against egoism & recklessness. This 
character trait of solidarity & loyalty 
has always distinguished us and 

brought us to where we are today as 
a company and family. Most of us are 

old, experienced war horses: fit for life, 
battle- and crisis-proven.

Dear companions, dear comrades-in-arms,

Indeed, these are no times for the faint-hear-
ted. The recurring misery of this world is defini-
tely unabated. Hunger, hardship and war do not 
stop for corona.

And corona is striking relentlessly: Hundreds 
of thousands of people infected and thousands 
already dead. And yet, at the same time, many, 
many more people are dying from other causes, 
such as hunger, lack of medical care and, as 
always, war. But this does not make the corona 
issue any less dramatic. Perhaps this global 
epidemic will make humanity smarter, more 
loving, more considerate and more sensible on 
a global scale. Who knows?!

For now, we must fight this virus and its dire 
consequences for jobs and businesses. The 
worst thing that could happen to us in the 
LIQUI MOLY / Meguin family now would be if the 
authorities were to close the factory due to an 

"I am willing to give up 
my own salary
in a pinch"
In his circular from 19.03.2020 CEO 
Ernst Prost emphasizes that the jobs 
at LIQUI MOLY are safe and nobody 
will be dismissed.

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 19, 2020
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Dear colleagues,
dear partners,

A friend of mine cannot even bury her de-
ceased father next week with dignity and in 
a proper setting … Bitter regulations, but 
necessary to contain the Corona pandemic. In 
Italy, military vehicles bring dozens of coffins 
to carry the deceased to nearby crematoria ... 
Almost 500 deaths in a single day – in only one 
country. So much misery, grief and suffering 
these days. Conditions that can only be endu-
red and mastered with the greatest strength, 
with decency & dignity, with honor & moral 
fiber. And with human – and humane – inter-
action. We will only have lost the fight against 
the virus when we lose our humanity. Charity 
& social cohesion, care & responsible behavior 
towards other people are urgently needed if 
we do not want to slide into egoism and an-
ti-social behavior, not to mention barbarism.

Some call it a historic challenge, others a 
test of character for our society, but I call it a 
chance to show that we are indeed compassio-
nate and supportive creatures. We are depen-
dent upon each other. The strong must help 
the weak – if we do not, nothing will distingu-
ish us from animals. This crisis gives us the 
opportunity to prove that we humans are not 
as bad as some fear. This crisis, like any other, 
will reveal both the evil and the good to be 
found in people. There are vivid examples for 
both sides of our being, not only in these days 
but over many centuries. Perhaps this global 
catastrophe will once again teach us more 
respect and reverence for life – no matter 
whether it is for humans, animals or plants. 
And if we do not want this health and life crisis 
to lead to the mass unemployment of millions 
of people, then we must roll up our sleeves 
and tackle it head on.

On a personal note, I have been on the phone 
with my aunt, who is turning 90 in two months. 
She told me accounts of war, murder and 
manslaughter, forced displacement, hunger 
and disease. The generation before us had 
to suffer incredible hardships and achieved 

equally incredible things after the end of the 
Second World War. To orient ourselves to the 
fate of this generation, to take as an example 
their willingness to make sacrifices and their 
unconditional commitment and motivation – 
this too is a good recipe for dealing with the 
current situation.

Rebuilding the devastation in Germany after 
the Second World War from rubble and ruins 
was surely more difficult than staying at home 
for 14 days to protect yourself and others 
from infection with a deadly disease ... We all 
know what to do; we all know what is right 
and what is wrong. Now we just have to do it 
thoroughly and consistently. That applies to 
82 million Germans just as much as it does to 
the 1,000 of us in our company. You know what 
you have to do, and I know what I have to do. 
Alright then – let us tackle the problems in our 
country, in our company and in all our partner 
countries where people dear to us depend 
on us, in a responsible, intelligent, loving and 
strong way. Let us face the future together!

Best regards,

Ernst Prost

"Apocalypse or Chance?"
In his circular from 20.03.2020 CEO Ernst Prost emphasizes 
how important virtues like strength, integrity, honor and 
ethics are in these times.

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 20, 2020
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tivities. Yes, we even hired more salespeople 
than other companies, who actually reduced 
their teams. 

This winning strategy no longer works. In al-
most all the countries in which we are active, 
the hands of our salespeople are largely tied, 
because they cannot visit customers. But we 
can do something else: Strengthen our com-
munication performance. The Internet offers 
incredible possibilities for this.

Nothing replaces a face-to-face conversation, 
and nothing is as beneficial for the economy 
as the personal exchange between people. But 
now we must shift our focus to all the forms 
of communication with our customers that are 
still possible. Advertisements in trade journals, 
consumer magazines or daily newspapers.

Expand our online campaign. Exploit every so-
cial media channel. Supply all the media and 
all our customers with our coverage. The point 
is to show that we are standing as a rock in the 
storm – that is, acting in a stable and coopera-
tive manner in the middle of this crisis. Trust, 
dependability and a sense of responsibility are 
what distinguish us right now.

We are not dropping back, but rather are pus-
hing our sales and marketing programs for-
ward with a vengeance. This is vital not only 
for our own survival strategy, but also of great 
importance for all our partners who need pro-
ducts from us and also still need the greatest 
possible support from us in the market.

Shutting up the shop now and halting all acti-
vities for reasons of cost would be absolutely 
wrong.

We will do the opposite:

1. We will do everything in our power to main-
tain the supply of goods. Motor oil is a systemi-
cally relevant product that is still needed today 
as much as ever before – just think of emer-
gency vehicles and also trucks for supplying 
people. 

2. Many supply chains are stretched to breaking 
point, due to transport problems and produc-
tion downtime. On this part of the front too, we 
will do everything possible – together with our 
suppliers – to master the challenge.

3. It is important to continue to send invigora-
ting impulses to the markets, to ensure that 
everything does not “go down the drain”. When 
currencies plummet and entire economies are 
swept along, we have to think about support 
measures, loan guarantees, payment terms 
and also special prices – so that at least a mini-
mum keeps on moving. 

4. Since we generate 2/3 of our income from 
abroad and a large number of our colleagues 
work for us in various countries, we must al-
ways take all our measures with an eye to the 
international benefit.

5. Now that our salespeople, i.e. our cavalry, 
can only intervene in the events to a very li-
mited extent, our only chance is to put even 
more focus on the possibilities offered by the 
Internet. Communicate, explain, inform, train & 
coach in all directions – for automobile drivers, 
for workshops and for dealers. We will not shut 
down, neither in the factory nor in our marke-
ting and sales activities. We will not reduce our 
efforts, but rather redouble them – this too is 
our only chance.

What I say in every crisis still holds true: You 
fight crises by working harder and increasing 
your commitment. And that’s what we aim to 
do. 

Best regards,

Ernst ProstDear colleagues, 

Our strongest weapon is our field staff. They 
are our cavalry, in a sense. And now we can-
not send a few hundred fighters into battle 
because no customer understandably wants 

visitors and virus contacts, and because nu-
merous curfews have been imposed world-
wide. That is bitter.

In past crises, we have always been able to 
save the situation by increasing our sales ac-

"You fight crises by working 
harder and increasing 
your commitment"
“The cavalry cannot ride out”: On the weekend too, 
Ernst Prost addresses his partners and colleagues 
with five important strategic points

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 22, 2020
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if we all work hard, stand up for each other 
and fight this battle now and in the next few 
months, we have a chance, no one becomes 
unemployed, loses his prosperity or savings 
and our pension can be saved. This is exactly 
what is threatening us. Not just us, not only 
the German economy, but the entire global 
community. If you don't start fighting now, you 
will be partly responsible in this development.

Therefore, I would like to ask you once again 
whole heartily: do your best, achieve maxi-
mum performance, go the extra mile. You are 
not doing it for me, you are doing it for your-
self, your colleagues and ultimately for your 
fellow human beings. I don't want to register 
short-time work to collect short-time work 
allowance from the government. We are fortu-
nate to still have work and not to have to use 
this sensible instrument of the state to avoid 
unemployment. It should stay that way!

We are a strong, resilient, responsible and a 
hardworking community. It would be the devils 
work if we didn't survive this crisis together. 
I wish you happy work, good ideas, good luck 
and of course health.

Ernst Prost

Dear colleagues.

Just a few weeks ago, workplace specialists 
recommended to place a kicker right next to 
the coffee machine. Because of the attrac-
tiveness of the workplace. Who would have 
thought that it would be attractive to have a job 
at all, and a secure one on top of it? The toilet 
paper is too hard? Now we are happy if we get 
any at all.

I am trying hard to find something positive 
about this crisis. There is something. People 
think more about their fellow human beings 
and we help each other, and we treat each 
other with respect. In a view global catastro-
phe and an impending global economic crisis, 
we see that work is not an annoying evil, but 
the prerequisite for prosperity, security and 
health. Instead of asking what else the com-
pany can do to make jobs attractive, the ques-

tion should be in the past weeks: “What can I 
do? How can I help to save the company from 
not going under and how to save my own job? "

I believe that we can get both under control, 
the health and economic problems of this cri-
sis. We are not medical professionals and we 
have no idea about diseases. But we do under-
stand something about people and markets. 
How to ward off defeat and remain successful 
despite all difficulties. By holding the whole 
team together and fight. By rowing vigorously 
and working together instead of jumping into 
the lifeboats as a precaution and watching 
what the others or the state is doing.

At least we at Liqui Moly / Meguin can save 
ourselves. We are in a blessed situation, no 
one will lock our company down - like so many 
unfortunate people and companies - those 
who are affected by a curfew. Let me be clear: 

Corona instead of a 
kicker machine to 
play with
"We are a strong, resilient, responsible and a hardworking 
community." CEO Ernst Prost gives hope and confidence.

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 23, 2020
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debts anymore, only the state can help by do-
ling out money to its citizens and companies. 
No loans and no tax breaks but hard cash, 
so that families can pay their bills and their 
purchases and companies can pay their wages 
& salaries.

But what can we at LIQUI MOLY / Meguin do 
with our modest resources? What we’ve always 
done: Work, work some more, and with great 
confidence make sure that, at least in our clo-
sest environment, things will get better. If every 
company does this as best it can, we will have a 
positive overall effect on the economy.

This is the only way to avoid company deaths 
and mass unemployment, because at some 
point even the state, with so many freshly 
printed billions, will no longer be able to keep 
things going. We are a strong and stable player 
in our industry, in the automotive world and in 
the oil business. A reliable partner for dealers, 
workshops and drivers – worldwide. We can 
and must do a great deal now to help our custo-
mers. Actually, this is nothing more than what 
we have always done. Only that now it is no lon-
ger about turnover and profit, but all about jobs, 
livelihoods and economic survival. This is defi-
nitely not a time to be bored, but a time to fight 
– no matter who, no matter how, no matter by 
which means & methods, and no matter where. 
The essence is that everyone must make their 
contribution to ensure that this crisis does not 
turn into a catastrophe!

Best regards,

Ernst Prost

others no longer know where to start and what 
to live on tomorrow. On the one hand, the web 
provides lots of funny clips and wonderful ideas 
on how to fight boredom at home while, on the 
other hand, it also provides completely different 
pictures that will tug at your heartstrings and 
bring tears to your eyes.

Doctors, nurses and paramedics battle until 
they drop, accept the risk of their own death 
from infections – while others moan because 
they cannot occupy themselves meaningfully 
and have to endure all sorts of little problems 
at home ... at the same time, undertakers and 
coffin makers are so busy they no longer get 
any sleep. The police, fire brigade, rescue ser-
vices, and also the teams in the supermarket – 
just to pick out a few groups of everyday heroes 
– do great deeds hour after hour, day after day, 
so that everyone – including those who have to 
or are allowed to sit at home – remain safe and 
sound. These women and men, who, by the way, 
ensure our survival with dedication and com-
passion not only in these dark days. 

Now, at least, they all are receiving our praise. 
From now on, we should finally pay them better 
and more appropriately … and we should en-
sure that many more people take up professi-
ons that serve our society and help the people. 

We must now also help and serve our compa-
nies and our jobs. Enterprises and especially 
the workers and employees who keep their 
companies alive also need care and attention. 
No empty politician sound bites, no empty 
consultant clichés, no pompous and unrealistic 
expert statements, but simple hard work – best 
of all, in three-shift operation … This is what is 
needed now more than ever and what will really 
help. Sales slumps, canceled orders – resulting 
in short-time work & layoffs, bankruptcies & 
insolvencies … It’s not coming to us – no, we’re 
already in the middle of it! If this crisis in the 
real economy eventually spreads to the finan-
cial sector, we will have a conflagration that will 
surround us and threaten us from two sides. 
When banks have to fear for their loans – and 
they will – and when nobody is able to pay their 

Dear companions and comrades-in-arms!

People come closer together in adversity and 
grow beyond their limits in times of need. When 
it comes to “all or nothing”, people can reach 
great goals and perform amazing feats. It’s 
definitely a case of “all or nothing” now. While 
some are condemned to quarantine and curfew, 

"Boredom vs. collapse"

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST

Managing Director Ernst Prost on the enormous 
relevance of professions that serve the community 
and the contribution of all colleagues to overcoming 
the corona crisis

March 24, 2020
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Dear partners,
dear colleagues,

It cannot be denied: I have rarely felt so much 
unease as in these days and sadness has never 
gripped me as often as now. Yes, and I admit 
to crying my eyes out sometimes. The news 
and the pictures from all over the world are 
simply too terrible and heartbreaking. Not just 
because of corona, by the way. The totally nor-
mal madness of wars and famines continues 
… But giving up is not an option, because it 
doesn’t help anyone. And despair is no solution 
either. We have to face the brutal truth, but we 
also have to recognize what must be done to 
make the situation better rather than worse. 
We hear appeals from politicians and ‘blood 
and tears’ speeches every day. And now I am 
adding the sweat. The sweat of hard work. And 
that’s what this is all about. We from LIQUI 
MOLY / Meguin can do a lot to improve at least 
the economic situation of our customers and 
business partners a little bit. Our crisis ma-
nagement in Ulm and Saarlouis is working well. 
We cut costs wherever it is possible to save in 
any way without it hurting us and without blo-
cking the path to the future. By the way, your 
ideas are also more than welcome in this re-
gard! We need to take the pressure off our ‘cost 
cooker’.

It is very important that we don’t just sit on our 
home office sofa like contented couch potatoes 
with a full and secure salary and simply wait 
until the annoying period of confinement is 
over. Who knows how long the lockdown will 
last? And who knows when the song and dance 
will start all over again, when the virus strikes 
again after the curfews have ended. So, please 
tackle the tasks ahead of us now, unwaveringly, 
but also optimistically and confidently. As long 
as our supply chains do not break down, we can 
continue to produce the goods and serve our 
customers. This is one of the most important 
things we can do right now.

On the sales side, we now have to fight for every 
canister, every can and every carton. And all 
that worldwide, as well as it is somehow still 
possible. 

Now is also the time to finally finish the jobs 
that were put aside. Learning, continuing 
education, training for ourselves and also for 
our customers, simply getting fit for the time 
afterwards. Now is the time to sharpen our 
sales tools, so that we can get back to work 
fully – and above all successfully – after this 
enforced break. At the same time, we will 
keep the shop – that is, our factories and our 
logistics – running. Even if we have to clean 
the factory twice a week. I don’t want to lose 
anyone. Neither to short-time work, nor to un-
employment. But for this goal we must all fight 
together. That’s what I am asking of you!

The most important thing, of course, is that our 
doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians, virolo-
gists and politicians eliminate the cause of this 
disaster – this diabolical virus. That is what I 
pray for – and for the people who are now pri-
marily concerned with matters of life and death 
rather than economic concerns. Because that 
is a very different agony from ours … 
On that note, please take every possible step to 
stay healthy!

Best regards,
  
Ernst Prost"No couch potatoes"

“Giving up is not an option, because it doesn’t help anyone. 
And despair is no solution either.” Managing Director 
Ernst Prost sends honest, motivating lines to his partners 
and colleagues

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 25, 2020
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have imagined how bad such a pandemic could 
be – otherwise we would have taken better 
precautions, especially for the medical equip-
ment in our hospitals. And, more importantly, 
for enough staff and specialists, i.e. the people 
who are in the front line in fighting the virus and 
saving lives.

The bazooka for the economy has been loaded 
with a few 100 billion or even 1-2 trillion euro 
faster than you can get vital respiratory equip-
ment or even face masks for doctors, nurses 
and caregivers. That also makes me think – of 
so many other absurdities and inconsistencies 
these days, which now become frighteningly 
clear like a reef at low tide … Take precautions 
and prepare yourself – even for the unthinkable 
and never imagined eventualities. It may cost 
money to start with, but prevention in health 
care saves lives and prevention in the economy 
saves jobs – all a thousand times cheaper than 
having to react in disaster mode to avoid the 
worst. Now people are dying and livelihoods are 
being ruined. What’s money compared to that?

Money can do a lot of good, can help people 
and alleviate their need, avoid poverty, protect 
health and provide a living for socially disadvan-
taged people.  This is a task that I, together with 
my wife and son, have taken on with my three 
foundations over the past ten years. I’m afraid 
the three of us will have much more work to do 
in this regard soon than we have in recent years 
…

Best regards,

Ernst Prost

wasting time and money. 
A wave of bankruptcies is 

racing through the global economy 
– as deadly as a tsunami. Now it is first and 
foremost a matter of life and death for people 
– but at the same time we have to talk about 
systems and measures to keep our economy 
and jobs alive. It is bad enough that we were 
all obviously caught off guard and no one could 

crisis is over and we 
are working normally 
again, we will start to rep-
lenish our reserves – for the 
next crisis. One should beware of 
believing that the sun will always shine 
and that this crisis is the last.

In these few weeks of corona, thousands of 
people have already lost their lives and mil-
lions of people may have lost their livelihood. 
And there is no end in sight. This is no time 
for games, no time for selfishness, no time for 

Dear colleagues,
dear partners,

My grandmother taught me this golden rule: 
save when you have money left over, so that 
you have a nest egg for all emergencies. It 
applies equally to businessmen and “normal” 
people. In these times of all sorts of financial 
tricks, it is unfortunately something that has 
gone out of fashion. I for my part, as a private 
person and even more so as a business leader, 
am incredibly happy never to have abandoned 
this “grandmother’s maxim” of thriftiness and 
maintaining a comfortable capital base (inclu-
ding a piggy bank for bad times). WE always set 
aside reserves, improved our capitalization and 
increased our equity to a ratio of 85 percent. In 
good times, we made provisions for bad times. 
We do not carry any debt and therefore do not 
need to raise a single euro for interest pay-
ments or similar burdens. That is really com-
forting. Our reserves – I sincerely hope – will 
help us through this crisis. And as soon as this 

"Waste not, 
want not"
Managing Director Ernst Prost 
on “grandmother’s maxim”, 
which has always been and 
will always be the “golden rule” 
for him and LIQUI MOLY

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 26, 2020
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Dear co-entrepreneurs, 
Dear Colleagues, 
dear friends, dear companions. 

Today I will keep it short: When we leave this 
disaster behind us, we will go for a drink to-
gether ... I promise! A nice company party ... 
Like our legendary victory celebrations ... :) :) 

No matter how long the way is and no matter 
how difficult, no matter the inconveniences 
we face in our life - we will do it. We will roll 
up our sleeves and do even more - because 
we want it and because we need to do it, there 
is no other way. It is with great humility that I 
thank you for all you do, your commitment, re-
sponsibility, hardworking approach and com-
passion you show to your colleagues and our 
customer is exemplary.  

We need to stay focused on the following three 
core tasks: 

1. Save, save, save  

2. Produce & send  

3. Sell, sell, sell 

If we concentrate on these three core tasks 
and avoid everything else that is unnecessary, 
we will survive. I don't want to send anyone 
into short-time work, I don't want to let anyone 
go, I don't want to lose anyone or leave behind. 
This is possible if we tackle these three core 
tasks with focus and consistency, this is what I 
ask from you. 

The weekend gives us time to rest and 
recharge our batteries, but also to develop 
new ideas to fight this crisis! Please do both 
and stay healthy! 

Best regards
Ernst Prost

Humility, 
thanks & 
victory 
celebration
In his latest circular CEO Ernst Prost
describes three important tasks 
for the employees.

CORONA-KRISE

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST

Good morning, dear colleagues 
and companions!

No more calendars, no more plastic bags, no 
more ballpoint pens – to take the pressure off 
our “cost cooker”, we are currently foregoing 
all kinds of gimmicks, incentives, knick-knacks 
and nice-to-have’s. Amazing how you can do 
without things you would have given the little 
finger of your right hand for, only a few weeks 
ago. Trade fairs? Canceled! Meetings & confe-
rences? Called off! Incentive trips, seminars, 
symposiums? Gone! Business trips to just drop 
in? Forget it. What is even more amazing is 
that our shop is still running, customers are 
still placing orders, and orders are coming in 
that we can still fulfill. I am infinitely grateful 
to our customers and to you, dear colleagues! 
It is good to know we can count on each other. 
Especially in times of crisis! Back now to the 
“good times marketing”: Sporting events of all 
kinds with every comfort and convenience, with 
invitations here, there and everywhere? Avons 
perdu, as the French say – a thing of the past! 
Rien ne va plus is another useful saying: no-
thing goes anymore … 

In the good old days before the corona crisis, 
our “house” was sometimes not even to be 
seen, because of all the luxuriant ivy growing 
around it; now we are back to basics. Excellent 
products, best quality, trusting relationships … 
And what else is important? I mean, really im-
portant …

When I now see what is dispensable, what we 
no longer need under the regimen of a huge 
cost reduction, I think that this crisis could 
perhaps have its good sides. Back to the roots; 
don’t overdo it; don’t get carried away; get by 

with less. A new humility. Quite sweeping and 
visible everywhere. Not entirely voluntary, but 
by no means pointless. All our lovely marketing, 
all the pretty pictures, the wonderful giveaways, 
this whole beautiful glittering world of fun and 
games for us and our customers – now over 
and done with? That may be. I cannot say. What 
is certain, however, is that after corona, absolu-
tely nothing at all in this world will be the same 
as before. But even that does not have to be 
such a bad thing at all …

The fact is that now that all the fancy ivy is 
gone, you can see a house that was built to be 
very sound and stable. In addition, other things 
now come to light that you did not really appre-
ciate before, because they were taken for gran-
ted and were covered by all the posh trimmings 
and sense of entitlement of a more carefree 
time when everything was taken for granted 
and everything was possible. WE certainly ch-
anged over very quickly to meager fare cooked 
over a low flame. In times of need, you realize 
that not everything that is nice-to-have is also 
essential. The paradigm shift that I am descri-
bing here, by the way, I have noticed throughout 
society and even more so in my private life, 
because I have recognized exactly the same 
truth: You do not really need everything you 
have. Values are what are truly valuable … And 
friendship between all people! 

With this in mind, I wish you a wonderful, me-
aningful week full of achievements, friendship 
and joy – and all this with the very best of he-
alth.

Yours,

Ernst Prost

March 30, 2020

"Nice ivy …"
Managing Director Ernst Prost starts off the week 
with thoughts about prioritization and humility during 
the corona crisis

March 27, 2020
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ans, we don't need government checks and we 
don't need loans. This is our luck, a blessing 
and our chance to survive. 

It really has to be said that WE in our Liqui 
Moly / Meguin family belong to the happy peo-
ple who still have a job, don't have to fear for 
their existence and also have a reasonable fu-
ture prospect. In our two factories in Saarlouis 
and in Ulm we still produce with two and even 
three shifts, we have a delivery rate of almost 
100%. A few hundred containers have been 
cancelled, because in some countries nothing 
goes any more. In spite of everything, we ma-
nage to keep the business running but only 
because we are still selling, taking orders and 
making deals and staying very closely with our 
customers in Germany and around the world. 
Compared to the first quarter of last year, I can 
report growth of 14 %. I don't know whether 
it will continue like this, but I do know one 
thing: If we don't falter and continue our hard 
work, if we don't ask what the company can 
do for us, but instead ask what we can do for 
the company and our customers, we will also 
master the next few months.

Please give everything now, give your best and 
hang in there like never before. Not for me, 
not for the company either but for yourself, for 
your family, for your colleagues and for our 
thousands of customers all over the world, 
some of whom are in really bad shape right 
now.

In humility and gratitude

Your
Ernst Prost

people, we are in the 
fortunate position that 
no one has shut us down 
and that in we still experience a 
demand for our products all over the 
world. Motor oils are systemically import-
ant, because even in these times transport 
companies, police, garbage collection, rescue 
services, fire brigade and also the post office 
must remain mobile. That is our good fortune 
and the rest we do through hard work and de-
dication. We don't have to wait for the politici-

Today's circular by Ernst Prost to his
colleagues. 

Dear fellow entrepreneurs,

the following statement first: 

Ladies and gentlemen in the payroll depart-
ment, going forward please postpone the 
payment of my salary. I hereby declare to go 
without  my monthly salary as I can manage 
without it. We rather should use my salary and 
other savings to preserve jobs, this includes 
those of our temporary workers. These ladies 
and gentlemen are doing an extremely im-
portant job, just like the permanent employees 
and for this reason and for human reasons 
they can't be the first to bite the dust. Let me 
make it clear once again: I do not want to lose 
anyone, I do not want to leave anyone behind, I 
do not want to give anyone notice and I do not 
want to announce short-time working. 

We create the conditions for this every day th-
rough our personal commitment and a great 
deal of hard work & diligence . In contrast to 
many other companies and self-employed 

"From today
I forgo my salary"
LIQUI MOLY CEO Ernst Prost
wants to protect other people's jobs
by waiving his personal income.

CORONA-KRISE

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
March 31, 2020
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Ladies and gentlemen,

During these dark and stressful times I’m 
thankful that I have my work and my tasks - 
around the clock, seven days a week. Otherwise 
the depressing news about the devastation 
caused by the virus around the would drive 
me crazy. In germany we have a saying: If you 
can't go, go... (go for a stroll). But taking a stroll 
doesn't change our situation - although it can't 
hurt to clear your head. That's what we need 
right now: Fresh thinking, ideas, creativity, ima-
gination – the power of imagination and creative 
thinking. We Germans are - so they say - the 
people of inventors, and thinkers. Well then, la-
dies and gentlemen, let's get going! Let's think, 
let's create something new, let's go new ways 
and then turn our creativity into activity.

Do you know what I clearly notice? When the 
problems become more and more acute and 
the pressure increases, the willingness to fight 
back, to resist and to fight for survival increa-
ses at the same time. Get out of your private 
comfort zone and get to work, to the front line. 
A healthy reflex of self-preservation through 
increased performance in difficult times, as 
they say: Necessity is the mother of invention. 
Mahatma Gandhi said: "Strength does not come 
from force but from an unbending will. I add 
from love - from altruism. We have the will to 
survive and we have the intellectual capacity to 
discover ways out of this crisis. 

What else can you think of? What else can we 
do? What should we not do anymore? Think 
of our three lines of attack: Sell, produce & 
deliver, save. That is the most obvious - quite 
clearly. In addition, we must use brain power 
to continue after the Corona disaster where we 
left off before this crisis: On the road to success 
to secure our company, our jobs and the exis-
tence of many customers at home and abroad. 
This is the responsibility of each and everyone! 
Thinking and taking responsibility is by no 
means just a matter for the boss!

It now depends on each and every one. Defeat 
can only be averted through solidarity, loyalty 
and cooperation. I am very glad that we are 
such a well-rounded and tightly knit team. You 
don’t have to be heroes and heroines, to be di-
ligent and thinking workers is enough, at least 
to solve our - compared to other fates - much 
smaller problems. I count on you! Our custo-
mers and their families do too! We will not di-
sappoint! 

Many thanks 

Your 
Ernst Prost

"Weld welds together "
Managing Director Ernst Prost sends honest, 
motivating lines to his partners and colleagues

CORONA CRISIS

CIRCULAR FROM ERNST PROST
April 1, 2020
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EDITORIAL

Jörg Witopil
(Copywriter)

Niklas Döhring
(Graphic artist)

Dear LIQUI MOLY friends,
"Accept things for what they are! Have faith in what is to come!" 
In times when the last roll of toilet paper is snatched away from 
under your nose yet again and many people think that the tenth 
pack of instant noodles is more important than the well-being 
of their fellow humans, this might be a difficult task even for the 
greatest optimists.

Yes, I too have lost this faith from time to time in the last few days, 
which in my opinion is absolutely understandable, when one reflects 
and realizes how rapidly and profoundly such a small nasty virus is 
throwing our supposedly intact world with  its fundamental social 
and economic order (or rather disorder?) into disarray.

But the decisive factor is always how one faces such a situation – 
how one “accepts things for what they are” and deals with it. This is 
exactly where our unique LIQUI MOLY spirit has proven itself in an 
admirable, encouraging way. In the knowledge that  the best remedy 
against fear and insecurity is solidarity, we have moved even closer 
together with our worldwide customers, partners and friends, 
we have lived up to our values, and together we have accepted all 
challenges. To do this as part of such a wonderful team as ours 
gives cause for very special hope and nourishes our “faith in what 
is to come”!

Now is our chance to show what extraordinary performance, care 
and compassion we are capable of. The bottom line: We believe in 
ourselves, our abilities, our commitment and our values, and vow to  
do our best, more than ever before! For our entire LIQUI MOLY family 
worldwide, but also for ourselves and our loved ones. 

Stay healthy!

Honesty

reliability
help

work

peace Power
justice

love
openness

trust

Quality

respect
loyalty tolerance

Gratitude

… and we will fight on!OUR VALUES ...

... MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER

Publisher: LIQUI MOLY GmbH, Jerg-Wieland-Strasse 4, 89081 Ulm, Germany, www.liqui-moly.de · LIQUI MOLY GmbH is represented by: Ernst Prost, Günter Hiermaier
Responsible under German press law: Ernst Prost Editorial: Jörg Witopil Design: Niklas Döhring Distribution: The magazine is issued 12 times a year and is published 
free of charge on our website and the online platform Issuu.com at the beginning of each month. Rights & privacy: Reproduction or other use solely with the written permission 
of the publisher. Pictures and photos: LIQUI MOLY GmbH, Shutterstock, iStock, Annika Dollner
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CORONA CRISIS

Tackling instead of standing 
still has always been the 
best recipe in times of crisis!

REACTIONS & PRESS ECHO
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Quelle: Profi-Werkstatt Quelle: www.beste-tankstelle.de

Quelle: wirtschaftsforum

CORONA CRISIS PRESS ECHO
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CORONA CRISIS

Quelle: www.schwaebische.deQuelle: www.swp.de

PRESS ECHO
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CORONA CRISIS PRESS ECHO

Quelle: www.autohaus.de

Quelle: www.world-of-bike.de
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CZECH REPUBLIC

GREAT BRITAIN

PORTUGAL
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LIQUI MOLY FAMILY WORLDWIDE

Exceptional times 
call for exceptional 
people

passion

future

tolerance

modesty

humility

care

justice

honesty

collegiality

hard 
work

quality

respect

gratitude

If there's one thing the LIQUI MOLY family worldwide has always been, 
it's exceptional! We are all battling on together, and we will also 
overcome this enormous challenge together! We'll do it supremely, 
with decency and humanity. These values are what our 930 plus 
partner companies stand for, together with all our worldwide 
customers and business partners, along with their staff and families. 
We are all LIQUI MOLY - before, during and after the Corona crisis!
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ERNST PROST FOUNDATION

DONATION

LIQUIMOLY 
Employees Donate
for Hospital in Bergamo
EUR 10,000 for the purchase of ventilators and 
other medical equipment

March 2020 - The Italian employees of the German oil and additives specia-
list LIQUIMOLY donated to the Ospedale Civile di Bergamo to enable it to buy 
urgently needed medical equipment. A total of  EUR 10,000 was raised as a 
result. "This is a small gesture to start the ball rolling together," said Michele 
Barbirati, Key Account Manager at LIQUIMOLY Italia.

He and his eight colleagues joined forces to help those fighting the Corona 
pandemic on a daily basis. The sum was topped up by those colleagues in 
Germany who have a lot to do with the Italian subsidiary.

Additional money came from the German parent company and LIQUI MOLY's 
Managing Director Ernst on behalf of the Ernst Prost Foundation "Menschen 
für Frieden – Frieden für Menschen" (Peace for People for Peace - Peace for 
People). This brings the total sum to €10,000. Ernst Prost recently reassured 
his staff, promising them that no one would lose their jobs as a result of the 
Coronavirus pandemic. "In what are very exceptional circumstances, we are 
happy and proud to be working for a company that continues to support us, 
even in difficult times," says Michele Barbirati. "We are grateful to our 
CEO for bringing some sunlight into a a time that is otherwise dark and 
uncertain".

We consider ourselves very lucky and therefore want to share with those 
most in need at this time." Italy is one of the few countries in which 
LIQUI MOLY operates its own subsidiary company. LIQUI MOLY Italia was 
founded just over a year ago and has already exceeded expectations within 
this short period. 

The LIQUI MOLY Italia team.
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CORONA CRISIS

LEVERAGING THE PRODUCT RANGE

In many countries of the world, the dramatic corona crisis means that practically 
everything has come to a standstill. Possibly even over several weeks or months. 
At present, many vehicles are stationary or are being moved much less than usual. 
And yet our full range of products offers sufficient opportunities for sales and 
provides customers and end users with a whole range of useful helpers in this
 difficult situation. Now is the time to tackle projects and activities that have been 
put aside for a long time. Be it on your beloved classic car, motorbike, bicycle, 
house or garden. Our vehicle care, service products, rust removers, greases and so 
much more – all come right on cue for motorheads, hobbyists and home owners! 
And if your hands are really dirty from all the work, our excellent Hand Cleaning 
Paste will help in no time at all … Our full range of products offers a wealth of ideas 
and sales drivers!

In our product line, 

you will find real treasures and 

everyday heroes for your home!

Could the paint job use a 

little more shine again? 

Our car care helps!

Springtime = high time to get 

the garden in shape: 

of course with our garden products!

With 
full range and 
full speed 
against the crisis!
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LIQUI MOLY has also mastered products for bikes without engines to perfection, as shown by our 
BIKE program. This special product line for bicycles and e-bikes covers everything a cyclist could 
wish for, from chain oil to chain spray, multi-functional spray to bicycle cleaner, right through to 
tire repair spray. So that bikes are perfectly lubricated and excellently protected on any terrain.

Whatever the time of year: Car care is always in season. In the cold months, snow, ice and road 
salt take a toll; in the spring and summer, pollen and bird and insect droppings cover the 
paintwork and windows. At the same time, the vehicle interior is subject to all kinds of stress all 
year round. Our cleaners, shampoos, polishes, waxes and other helpers provide optimal care and 
protection. For the longest enjoyment of the external and internal values of automotive 
treasures.

Makes any kind of dirt 
hit the road: 
LIQUI MOLY vehicle care!

Our BIKE range:
Ahead of the pack 
in protection and care

The products from the LIQUI MOLY garden program are perfectly suited for maintaining, lubri-
cating, protecting and cleaning garden equipment. From lawnmowers and lawn tractors to lawn 
trimmers, scarifiers, hedge trimmers, garden shredders, chainsaws, snowblowers and sweep-
ers, right through to power generators – all garden appliances can benefit from our decades of 
experience in ensuring the performance and durability of engines and assemblies.

Whether for a motorcycle, moped, scooter, trike, quad bike or go-kart. For the road, off-road or 
race circuit. For the motor, gears or suspension fork. LIQUI MOLY offers motor oils, transmission 
fluids, fork oils and filter oils, as well as additives, optimally tailored to the needs of two-wheeled 
vehicles. A range of care products like chain grease, leather balm and visor cleaner round off our 
full MOTORBIKE selection.

Our GARDEN range:
Liquid “fertilizer” 
for all garden appliances

Our MOTORBIKE 
range: Highest 
performance 
in every curve

CORONA CRISIS

LEVERAGING THE PRODUCT RANGE
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Our full product range – 
a safe bet 
in uncertain times!

As bad as the corona crisis is: Even in times like these, things have to be 
lubricated, maintained or protected all over the world. You will find what you are 
looking for in our full range of over 4,000 products. Always in first-class 
quality. Because not only our togetherness and solidarity, but also our products 
are needed! At the moment, perhaps more than ever. So sell everything that we 
have! In this way, we are not only securing the function and preservation of 
values, but also the survival of our entire LIQUI MOLY family worldwide and the 
livelihood of thousands of people!

Now is the 
perfect time to 

unlock the 
potential of our 
special ranges!

CORONA CRISIS

LEVERAGING THE PRODUCT RANGE
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www.my-liqui-moly.com

LIQUI MOLY ACHIEVES THE 

TENSATION

* For 10 years now, BEST BRAND in the lubricants category at auto motor und sport as well as TOP BRAND at Auto Zeitung.

For a decade
now the No. 1 in  

the motor oils
category!  *

Dear customers, 

for years now the readers of leading car magazines have voted us Germany's 
best lubricant brand. In fact for the 10th times in succession* at the 
magazines 'Auto Zeitung' and 'auto motor und sport'.  A particular success 
in a particularly difficult situation. Because in view of the worldwide corona 
catastrophe, now is not the time for rejoicing, but rather for acting

responsibly. With and for each other. Human and full of altruism.  With heart, 
brains and endurance. In the light of this challenge, my 1,000 colleagues 
are united in giving their best more than ever. For our partners, 

for our customers, for you!  Because only together can we succeed! 
Stay healthy. 

Your Ernst Prost

One brand, everything 
from a single source: 
Over 4,000 products, such 
as motor oils, additives, 
vehicle care, vehicle care, 
chemical problem-solvers 
and service products.

MOTOR OILS
ADDITIVES

VEHICLE CARE
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This advertisement will be published 

all year round in all relevant car magazines, 

specialist magazines, the daily press and 

on online platforms.

BEST BRAND 2020

9 years in a row 
the No. 1 for the readers
of Motor Klassik.
(edition 6/2020)

9 years in a row the No. 1 for the readers of Auto Bild.
(edition 13/2020)

3 years in a row  
the No. 1 for the readers 
of Motorsport Aktuell in 
the automotive category
(edition 16/2020).

2 years in a row  
the No. 1 for the readers 
of Motorsport Aktuell in 
the motorbike category
(edition 16/2020).

2 years in a row the No. 1 for the readers of Motorrad.
(edition 9/2020)

10 years in a row
the No. 1 for the readers 
of Auto Zeitung.
(edition 5/2020)

2 years in a row 
the No. 2 in the care 
products category.
(edition 5/2020)

10 years in a row the No. 1 for the readers 
of auto motor und sport. (edition 7/2020)
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Thanks to the enormous public attention for our BEST BRAND campaign,the demand for 
our lubricants, additives, care products and service products is sure to increase rapidly. 
Prepare yourself today to transform the high demand for LIQUI MOLY products into your 
increased sales.

So make provisions now – this checklist shows you how you can earn 
more money with LIQUI MOLY even in difficult times!

now more than ever: Use our 
advertising power for your business!

Visibility
Steer customers into your business: 
Display our façade designs, outdoor 
deco- rations, flags and banners 
to let it be known that you stock 
LIQUI MOLY products.

Availability
Lots sell lots: Fill your shelves up and 
present the entire LIQUI MOLY range.

Expertise
Show your expertise and customer focus: 
Offer advice and actively sell LIQUI MOLY 
products.

Pole position
Promote sales: Put sales displays in 
highly frequented till areas or secondary 
placement zones.

Digital reach
Use the power of digital reach: 
Communicate and spread the word 
about your LIQUI MOLY product range 
on social media.

Incentive to buy
Create additional incentives to buy: Put 
counter displays on the sales counter.

Outstanding
Only those who stand out, win: 
Create an attractive brand presence at 
the point of sale with folding screens, 
banners, ceiling hangers etc.

Full range
Ensure product availability: Order in 
good time and stock up with sufficient 
LIQUI MOLY products.

SECURE SALES

 OUR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
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Two wheels, one gala performance: At the Swiss Moto in Zurich, we showed at the stand 
of our cooperation partner Polo how to start the 2020 motorcycle season with the best possible 
lubrication and care. Thanks to our show team (left to right): Patrick Rüttimann (LIQUI MOLY 
Product Manager RHIAG), Vincent Prinzing (Export Area Manager), Tom Lüthi (Moto2 World 
Championship rider, LIQUI MOLY IntactGP team), Matthias Moll (trade fair team), Sascha Jardel 
(Marketing) and our two charming brand ambassadors.

SWITZERLAND

SWISS MOTO
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JUBILÄUMGRATULATION

The German Tyre Retail and Vulcanisation Trade Association (BRV) opened its 2020 training 
year with the nine-day course “Automotive Service Adviser in the Tyre Trade”, which has been 
exclusively sponsored by LIQUI MOLY since 2018. Christoph Ladenburger (Application Engineer, 
left) and Association Consultant Sarah-Maria Klose (right) congratulated the best 
graduate, Hannes Reichwald (center).

Double reason for joy: Andreas Hohage (Regional Sales Manager, center) honored Sadik Şerifoğlu 
(owner of Sadik Fahrzeugtechnik Schwelm, left) for his 20 years of customer loyalty and also
presented our colleague Dirk Berghaus (Area Manager) with a bouquet of flowers to celebrate his 
20th service anniversary. Congratulations to both of them!

COURSE

ANNIVERSARY

One year faster: Lukas Krieger (left) successfully completed his training as a mechatronics 
engineer in only two and a half years. Dieter Rupp (Head of Maintenance) congratulated him 
warmly!

Daniel Decker (right) also completed his training in industrial sales management in only two 
and a half years, shortening it by half a year, and now his trainer, Michelle Kruchten (Human
Resources), is pleased to have him on board.

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS
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The F1 logo, FORMULA 1, F1, GRAND PRIX and related marks are trade marks  of Formula 
One Licensing BV, a Formula 1 company. All rights reserved.

LIQUI MOLY’s largest 
sponsorship: Ross Brawn 
(Managing Director, 
Motorsports – Formula 1, 
left) and Peter Baumann 
(Marketing Director 
at LIQUI MOLY) sign the 
three-year contract. 

FORMULA 1 SPONSORSHIP

CONTRACT EXTENSION

The biggest sponsorship in our company 
history – a strong signal to our partners, 
customers and fans!
The ink has dried, the sensation is complete: We are extending our involvement 
in Formula 1 and have signed a contract with the racing series as “Official 
Sponsor” until the end of 2022! At half of all races, our logo will be visible on 
the advertising boards. A media-effective sponsorship whose unique reach will 
increase LIQUI MOLY’s brand awareness right around the world. Through billions 
of viewers via TV and online broadcasts, on location and through the post-event 
reporting. 

This is an elementary component of our marketing concept to support the retail 
sales of our products at our partners. The global impact of this sponsorship
is central to LIQUI MOLY. There is still enormous potential lying dormant in
international business that we want to exploit. Formula 1 is an important 
instrument for this!

LIQUI MOLY is 

Official Sponsor 

of Formula 1.

LIQUI MOLY remains 
in Formula 1
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FORMULA 1 SPONSORSHIP

RACING CALENDAR 2020
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The F1 logo, FORMULA 1, F1, GRAND PRIX and related marks are trade marks  of Formula One 
Licensing BV, a Formula 1 company. All rights reserved.

Film tip as a tasty starter to the 2020 racing season: Formula 1 
fans can whet their appetites for action with the Netflix series 
“Drive to Survive”. And here, too, our blue-red-white colors are 
strikingly in the middle of it all!

FORMULA 1 SPONSORSHIP

CONTRACT EXTENSION
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NATIONAL PRESS

Quelle: Baumarktmanager
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ITALY

BIATHLON WC ANTHOLZ

Nine days of competition, seven 
disciplines, two strong genders, a 
world-class event: At the Biathlon World 
Championships in Antholz, Italy, the 
athletes not only thrilled the 15,000 
frenetically cheering fans in the packed 
South Tyrol Arena and thousands along 
the course every day, but also millions 
of viewers in front of their TV sets and on 
the Internet. A spectacle of great media 
impact that was an absolute bull’s eye for 
our blue, red and white colors!

Completed the 
Norwegian victory 
in the 
mixed relay: Final 
runner Johannes 
Thingnes Bø.
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ITALY

BIATHLON WC ANTHOLZ

Our sponsoring activities have always served not only to increase global brand 
awareness, but also to promote an intensive, personal exchange with our international 
customers and partners. At the Biathlon World Championships in Antholz, Andreas 
Maidel (Export Area Manager, kneeling in the middle) was one of the group that 
welcomed our Russian friends. A family reunion about which all guests were enthusiastic 
– thanks to the fantastic scenery, exciting competitions and interesting conversations!
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On the home stretch of the Alpine Ski World Cup, we had our logo in the lime-
light again at full speed – as shown here at the downhill race in La Thuile, Italy.

WINTER SPONSORSHIP

ALPINE SKI WORLD CUP LA THUILE
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SPONSORING

Thanks to our new cooperation with the Italian racing team Pedercini Kawasaki, we are also 
represented at the international Superbike World Championship in the 2020 season. Thanks to 
this involvement, the paths of German driver Sandro Cortese, who has been successfully chasing 
points with LIQUI MOLY at his side for years, and Pedercini will cross again.

SPONSORSHIP

SUPERBIKE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

Even in the far north, our brand is finding more and more followers. One reason is certainly 
our sponsorship of the Ski Jumping World Cup, which is held year after year at the famous 
Salpausselkä ski jump in Lahti, Finland – accompanied by our blue-red-white colors!

WINTER SPONSORSHIP

SKI JUMPING WORLD CUP LAHTI
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Do you need a more drifty reason for our first-class lubricants? 
Our partner Al Hashar from Oman says “no” and sponsored this drift 
artist at the RED BULL Drift Competition, among others.

Podium placement for LIQUI MOLY Argentina: Right in the first race of the Class 
3 of the Argentine National Championship, Leonel Pernía fought his way to 3rd 
place through skillful driving maneuvers and first-class lubricants!

Thanks to optimum 
lubrication, our 
Chilean LIQUI MOLY 
brand ambassador 
Vicente Cea won 
the La Vacada 
championship on 
his Suzuki – powered 
by LIQUI MOLY!

Our high-performance products ensure top performance in 
the far north at the “Rally and Driving Experience” under 
extreme conditions down to -32 °C.

SPONSORSHIP WORLDWIDE

OMAN

ARGENTINA

CHILE

Well branded and greased thanks to LIQUI MOLY, surfer 
Malo Emeriaud set off on veritable high-altitude flights 
in the lagoon off Nouméa in New Caledonia – photo-
graphed by Jérôme Emeriaud (Sugar-Photografie.com).

NEW CALEDONIA

LAPLAND
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Both thumbs up for Rory Kirk’s LIQUI MOLY racing outfit at the 2020 SRAM Western 
Province Downhill & SA Championships in Jonkershoek.

With LIQUI MOLY power 
on board, Edward Boeta 
and Theo from Team 
Motornetix successfully 
fought their way through 
rough terrain and secured 
2nd place in their class at 
the SACCS Dullstroom 400 
National Cross Country.

SOUTH AFRICA

Extreme machines need extremely resilient lubricants! That’s why the New Old School Dodge 
Challenger SS/A drag racing team sponsored by our customer Speed relies on LIQUI MOLY when 
it comes to lubrication.

With numerous successful sponsorships such as this MRC Slovakia 
Drotar Fabia R5, our friend Marek Rybníček (Director LIQUI MOLY 
Czech Republic) is ensuring continuous attention for our brand in 
the national motorsport scene. 

SPONSORSHIP WORLDWIDE

NEW ZEALAND

SOUTH AFRICA

SLOVAKIA
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Many cheers from Hyundai Team Engstler after the last race of TCR Malaysia at the Sepang 
International Circuit: The old and new master of the racing series is Luca Engstler (picture below, 
3rd right) – powered by LIQUI MOLY! Congratulations on this renewed success!

TCR MALAYSIA

TEAM ENGSTLER

An event peppered with 
highlights and our blue-red-white 
colors, including a spectacular 
1/4-mile race and many other 
competitions for cars and motor-
bikes: the three-day LIQUI MOLY 
Copa Carnaval at Autódromo Moto 
Sport in Barranquilla, Colombia.

COLOMBIA LIQUI MOLY COPA CARNAVAL
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Would you like a look behind the scenes at the video production of our cooperation partner POLO!
Here you go: As part of the presentation of our new LIQUI MOLY IntactGP team, the specialist for 
motorcycle accessories, which is also on board as a team sponsor for the 2020 MotoGP season, 
produced a cool video about the highly motivated Moto2 racing team from Memmingen.

COOPERATION

POLO & LIQUI MOLY

Our products develop their full capabilities under the toughest conditions! This was also the case 
at the ATV event Morozko 2020 in the Russian winter. As reward for great performance, the quads 
received the best lubricants and the drivers the best gifts. 

RUSSIA

MOROZKO 2020
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LIQUI MOLY Thailand supported a total of three teams from the Africa Twin Club Thailand and 
the JP team of riders in the 2020 King of the Hill event, which was hosted by the BMW Motorcycle 
Club Thailand. Not only did we show our colors along the track and on the bikes, we also 
sponsored 36 liters of the finest motor oil.

THAILAND

KING OF THE HILL

Premium products for premium bikes: At the opening of the now 5th branch of the BMW 
service station Tart Motorrad in Hatyai, our friends from LIQUI MOLY Thailand had the opportunity 
to convince all motorcycle enthusiasts of the quality and benefits of our MOTORBIKE range.

THAILAND

SHOP OPENING
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As the official and exclusive sponsor of the national motocross championship "Campeonato 
de Motocross" in El Salvador, from the first of a total of nine race days  we impressed all of 
the motocross riders with our high-performance lubricants and fans with our blue-red-white 
brand image.

EL SALVADOR 

MOTOCROSS

ur MARINE products guaranteed loads of power on board and our sponsoring ensured proper 
speed in terms of attracting attention to our global brand at the Bartlett Haulage Regatta 2020 in 
the Caribbean island state Trinidad & Tobago.

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

SPEEDBOAT
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WEIHNACHTSGRÜSSEVICTORY FOR …
LIQUI MOLY

Driven by the pros …

... and the experts!
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INTERNATIONAL PRESS
GREAT BRITAIN

ITALY



OUR MONTHLY
MAGAZINE.
PICTURES AND STORIES is for all of us. By all of us. An exceptional 
reflection of an exceptional brand. Share your experiences, success 
and emotions about the LIQUI MOLY family worldwide – with your 
contribution to the next edition of our company magazine.

This is how your contribution can also be included in PICTURES AND STORIES:

OUR SOURCE OF INSPIRATION.

www.liqui-moly.de/company/monthlymagazine

Note: :The magazine appears on a monthly basis. We therefore ask you to submit content promptly. Photos and articles that are sent after the respective closing date always appear in the following issue.

Inform. 

Spread 

the word. 

Share.

Send your pictures including the associated information as well as
the declarations of consent for all persons pictured to bug@liqui-moly.de.

Select and name photos.
Send the completed 
decla- rations of consent.

If all requirements
have been met, you will 
find your article in the next 
monthly magazine.

Write an e-mail with all 
important information and send 
it to bug@liqui-moly.de.

Next closing 
date:

04/14/2020


